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Programmed A ccum ulator
by prof. dr. ir. R. M. M. Oberman, Switching Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, T.H. Delft

Synopsis: Apart from the always present logical operations, the organization of a digital circuit will, for an impor
tant part, be based on the operations ‘shift’, ‘count’, and ‘add’. The first two operations are sequential, the last
one is combinational. In this paper the problem is discussed of programming a general type of circuit such that
it can perform these operations.
The still rapidly increasing number of different types of integrated circuits (I.C.’s) in the field of shift registers,
counters, adders, etc., creates a wide field of application for a general-purpose type of integrated circuit that can
replace the several specialized types. It will be shown, that the accumulator, which in fact is a combination of a
‘full adder’ and a ‘master-slave type memory element’, can be used as such a general-purpose type of I.C.

1. Introduction

In integrated circuits (I.C.’s) simple logical functions are im
plemented by means of rather complicated circuits, compared
with circuits built from lumped components. Many types of
I.C.’s, designed for one specific purpose only, are now com
mercially available; a few are designed for more than one func
tion. For simple logical functions the problem of applying
standard-type I.C.’s has already been treated by the author in
another paper [1]. In the present paper the problem will be
discussed of using a general-purpose circuit for designing shift
registers, counters and adders. From the switching point of
view, this type of circuit is far more complex than the quadruple
standard gate discussed in [1].
It will be shown that the computer accumulator which stores
a number and, upon reception of another number, adds the
two numbers and then stores the sum, etc., can be operated as
a multi-purpose circuit. In integrated form, this multi-purpose
circuit can replace many of the already existing integrated cir
cuits. However, it will be more complex than most of the ex
isting integrated circuits designed to perform one function only.
This disadvantage in economy must be compensated for by its
much greater usefulness and hence by the much greater numbers
in which it will be required and produced.
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The increase in scale of integration during recent years has
opened the possibility of TTL multi-purpose I.C.’s this paper
is dealing with. A first step in this direction is the binary, pro
grammable, cascadable, divide-by-« counter described in [3].
Another publication in this field [4] was issued at the early
stage of preparation of this paper.
The latest steps are perhaps the announcement of production
of a 4-bit TTL accumulator by INTEL and an 8-bit MOS
accumulator by FAIRCHILD.
The background of our investigation was the fact that with
printed circuits and lumped components a vast range of digital
circuits could be designed by using only a few different standard
cards. The standard cards contain the necessary basic logical
and memory functions. In I.C.-design these basic functions can
of course be obtained, but many more I.C.’s are now commer
cially available that are functionally orientated and it is not
practical to leave these unused. As a result of this it will no
longer be possible to continue designing digital circuits con
sisting of a few printed cards only. This has two disagreeable
effects on the economy of digital circuits. Firstly, a substantial
number of printed cards must be kept in store and secondly,
a high price will have to be paid for those special I.C.’s, that
have to be purchased in small numbers.
ET 155

For not too complicated circuits a great number of different
digital integrated circuits can be substituted by the standard
gate without serious loss of economy in hardware [1]. In the
following it will be shown that the four-bit accumulator can
be used successfully as a general-purpose device in a class of
more complicated digital circuits.
2. The Accumulator

An accumulator is a digital circuit that adds a number, fed to
its inputs, to the number already stored in its memory [2, 5].*
It is a circuit which contains full adder circuits and memory
elements. A block diagram of a four-section accumulator is
shown in Fig. 1. Each section of this block diagram contains

do

Cq

bo

cj

d\

bj

a\

a full adder, consisting of mod 2 adder M and carry-forming
network C, and a D-type MS flip-flop as memory element.
These circuits co-operate in such a way that number dicibiai
fed to its inputs is added to number d0c0b0a0 already stored in
the memory elements of the circuit. This adding operation will
be repeated at each clock pulse a. For numbers with more than
four digits, the accumulator can be cascaded with other iden
tical circuit blocks. The carry output C0 of one block then has
to be connected with input C} of the next block.
Input terminal r represents a general reset which, in many types
of memory circuits, operates independently of clock pulse a.
In the following sections the accumulator circuit of Fig. 1 will
be represented by the simpler symbol of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. 4-bit accumulator.

* In modern literature an accumulator is often defined to be a memory
location, where the result of an operation is stored. However, the
author’s definition is based on the orginal interpretation of the accu
mulator concept.
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The accumulator of Fig. 2 can be made to operate as a syn
chronous natural binary counter by connecting input C; to 0
and priming inputs dic[bial with 0001. The pulse series to be
counted has to be fed to the a input.
The accumulator operates as follows. At each counting pulse
a = 1, a ‘1’ is added to the content of the accumulator. The
number of counting pulses a thus is automatically registered in
the memory elements of the accumulator as a binary number.
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Fig. 3. Binary up-counter.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a 4-bit accumulator.
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1
D

2 . 1. Binary Counter

With d f p xa.x = 0001 as priming number, the accumulator is
an up-counter (Fig. 3). However, when the ‘two’s complement’
of d.yp.^a. = 0001 is used as priming number, i.e. d{cp{a{. =1111
= —1, the accumulator will operate as a down-counter. This
operation is in fact a subtraction of 1 or an addition of —1 at
each counting pulse a. The priming of the accumulator as downcounter is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Binary down-counter.

2.2. N-Tuple Counter
If the accumulator is primed with an arbitrary number A, it
will operate as TV-tuple counter. The priming of the accumulator
as ‘3-tuple’ (= triple) counter is shown in Fig. 5. When using
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Fig. 5. TV-tuple counter, for N = 3.

the ‘two’s complement’ of TV as priming number, the TV-tuple
counter operates as down-counter.
If the accumulator has p sections, it will run through a comDE
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plete cycle of states in 2P counting pulses. However, only the
first (1/TV) • 2P counting pulses will be registered in the binary
equivalent of TV times the number of pulses received. It is not
difficult to make the TV-tuple counter recycle at the end of this
limited series of counting pulses.
2.3. Shift Register
The accumulator of Fig. 1 can also be adapted to operate as
a shift register. The information signals that are to be shifted
through this register will have to be connected to ‘carry input’
Cj, the output of each section must be connected to its own
input. The accumulator provided with these external connec
tions will operate under control of clock pulse a as a left-shift
register.

fact, half of the number stored in the accumulator is subtracted
from it.
Example
C.
=
0
(content SR)„
= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
One’s complement =
101001
(content SR)n+!

----------------------

=

010110

1
0101100
101001
H_ ----------------------

010110

4-

It is remarked that the change in operating direction of both
binary counter and shift register is obtained without change in
the direction of the internal signal flow between the sections of
the accumulator.
2.4. Shift-Around Registers

d0

c0

b0

In many applications of shift registers some content must be
shifted around. This type of operation can be obtained both
in left-shift and in right-shift registers by connecting the infor
mation input to the information output.
In case of a ‘left-shift-around’ operation carry output CD
of the last section has to be connected to carry input Q of the
first section. In case of a ‘right-shift-around’ operation output
aQof the first section must be connected to input sri. For both
types of operation several accumulators can be cascaded, when
needed.

a0

Fig. 6. Left-shift register.

2.5. Complementing o f Shift Register Content
In Fig. 6 the external connections are shown which are required
to make the accumulator operate as a left-shift register. It is
rather easy to explain this shift action of the accumulator. It is
in fact a ‘multiply-by-two’ operation on the number already
taken in the accumulator, or, in other words it is an addition
of that number to itself.
The external connections can also be rearranged so that a
right-shift register is obtained. For this purpose the comple
mented output signal of a section has to be fed to the input of
the preceding accumulator section. If the complemented out
puts are not available, extra inverters have to be inserted in
the output-input connections as shown in Fig. 7. In the right-
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a

shift process new information is fed to the input of the utmost
left-hand section, but in complemented form. This means that
the one’s complement of the number, stored in the accumulator,
is added one digit place further to the right. The adding of the
a f signal to ‘carry input’ Cj has the double effect that the digit
in the utmost right-hand section of the shift register does not
play a role in the adding process and the 1 needed for the al
ways required ‘end-around carry’ is added automatically. In
EN

Hence TV' can be obtained from TVby using the adding opera
tion only:
TV' = TV' + TV' + TV + 1 = 2N' + TV + 1

(2)

TV = 1 1 0 1
2TV' = 0 1 0 1
= -------1
---------- +
TV' = 0 0 1 0 (mod 2”)

1

Fig. 7. Right-shift register.
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Example

_ ~ “l
1

TV' + TV + 1 = 0 (mod 2")

In this equation TV is the given shift register content. ‘2TV' to
be added to TV’ can be obtained by connecting the comple
mented output of each section to the input of the next higher
order section, as is shown in Fig. 8. Finally a 1 has to be added
to input ai of the first section.

d0 <?o do 30
,l

When both outputs of each section of a shift register are avail
able, there will be practically no need for complementing the
shift register content. However, when these outputs are not
available, the content of an accumulator can be complemented
in the following way.
The ‘one’s complement’ TV' of a binary number TV, consisting
of n digits, is related to TVby the following equation.
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Fig. 8. Complementer.
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2.6. Practical Considerations
In the preceding sections a number of features have been dis
cussed which can be performed by an accumulator. However,
one feature has to be performed at a time, because in the cir
cuit of Fig. 1 the various modes of operation can only be
obtained by differing external connections. The usefulness of
the accumulator could be greatly increased if its mode of
operation could be controlled by a group of program signals.
The number of features or the number of program signals
to be incorporated in an accumulator, the number of section
to be mounted in one package and last but not least the kind
of the features constitute a practical problem with many pos
sible solutions. This problem will not be discussed in this paper.
However, one of the possible solutions will be given here, as, in
the opinion of the author it is a good compromise between the
size of the package and the number of features.
Recently an integrated circuit in dual-in-line package with 18
terminals has appeared on the market as an extention of the
line of 14-terminal and 16-terminal packages. It is noted that
the already existing 24-terminal packages have much larger
dimensions than the 14 ... 18-terminal line.
The 14 ... 18-terminal size of package opens the way for a
practical 4-bit accumulator with 8 operating modes. The fol
lowing modes have been chosen: ‘clear' or simultaneous resetto-zero of all accumulator sections; ‘load or simultaneous pre
set of all sections; "add'; "subtract'; "count-up' in synchronous
binary mode; "count-down'; and of course "shift-left' and "shiftright'.
In all types of digital switching circuits these operating modes
are very frequently used so that a 4-bit accumulator program
mable for these features will have the character of a generalpurpose circuit which can replace a number of different types
of special-purpose I.C.’s.
The 4-bit programmable accumulator, together with the quad
ruple standard gate already described in [1], open the way for
building many kinds of digital circuits by using only two dif
ferent types of I.C.’s.
2.7. Accumulator Diagram
In Fig. 9 a possible arrangement is shown of an accumulator
section in terms of standard gates. It is noted that the number
Co

Fig. 9. Accumulator section.

of standard gates is not a direct measure for the actual number
of transistors involved in this circuit, and hence not a measure
for the complexity of integration, for in most standard gates
neither input adapters nor output totem-pole circuits are reET 158

quired. The standard gate symbol has been used to allow for
an easy explanation of the various operating modes of the
accumulator. In the appendix the actual circuit will be discussed.
The eight operating modes of the accumulator which can be
obtained by the use of three program signals p, q, and r, are
given in Table 1. These program signals control standard gates
SG1 to SG5 inclusive in the circuit of Fig. 9.
Table 1.

r

p

q

Mode

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1 1

subtract
count |
co u n tl
add

1
1
1
1

clear
shift ->
shift <load

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

In the accumulator arrangement of Fig. 9 the first four opera
tions of Table 1 are performed with the accumulator operating
as such. In these four operating modes program signal r = 0.
The accumulator then consists of: input standard gate SG1?
operating as ‘true-complement, zero-one’ element; full adder
FA consisting of standard gates SG6 8; standard gate SG5
operating as 2-line-to-l-line selector, and D flip-flop DF con
sisting of standard gates SG9_ 10.
Standard gate SGt provides by its function as true-comple
ment, zero-one element the first four operating modes of Table
1, viz. "subtract', "count j \ "count j ’ and "add'. The full adder
FA consists of two 2-input exclusive-OR gates (forming the
sum al® a0® c[ = S’ in case of add condition), and a carry
forming gate SG8. The position of the 2-line-to-l-line selector
SG5 is determined by program signal r. With r = 0 the output
of the full adder is connected in true form to the input of the
D flip-flop. With r = 1 the 4-line-to-l-line selector consisting
of standard gates SG2 4 is connected to the input of the D
flip-flop via the complementing path of gate SG5. Program
signals p and q determine the position of selector SG2 4 such,
that the last four operating modes of Table 1 are obtained. With
program signals p = 0 and q = 0 the top terminal of gate SG4
is connected via a complementing path with the input of flipflop DF so that the 1 input signal gives a clocked reset-to-0 of
the circuit.
With program signals p = 1 and q = 1 the bottom terminal
of gate SG3 is connected with the input of flip-flop DF via a
complementing path, so that input signal a{ which is comple
mented in gate SG { under the control of the same pair of input
signals, is fed in true form to flip-flop DF. This is the ‘load’
mode of operation, indicated in Table 1.
With signals p = 1, q = 0 and p = 0, q = 1 right-shift input
sri and left-shift input sn are connected with flip-flop DF. In
the circuit configuration of Fig. 9 this is the easiest way for ob
taining the shift operation. It is rather difficult to provide a
shift operation which is derived from the actual accumulator
operation. With the direct control of flip-flop DF a higher
shifting speed can be obtained.
It is noted that the accumulator can be loaded with new data
without a preceding reset-to-zero. It is furthermore noted that
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the number of standard gates in the block diagram of Fig. 9 is
not a direct measure for the complexity of the accumulator, i.e.
the number of transistors involved in this circuit, because in most
standard gates neither input adaptors nor output totem-pole cir
cuits are required. The standard gate symbol has been used in
Fig. 9 to indicate a logical operation, as a means to explain
easily the various operating modes of the accumulator.
A design has been made of a possible actual circuit, that
does not differ basically from the circuit given in Fig. 9, and
that could be manufactured in TTL integrated circuit techniques.
This design has shown that integration in one chip is feasible.
However, to increase its attractivity the design has been made
in such a way that the circuit can be split up into two identical
parts, each filling a chip. A 4-bit accumulator then contains
two chips in one package in the same way as can be found
already in the fout-bit adder in TTL technique.

tenth pulse of each cycle, the counter has to be reset to zero.
This recycling can always be performed by means of some extra
gates on any desired number of pulses received.
In the four-section counting circuit shown in Fig. 11 the
number of pulses of the counting cycle can be adjusted by
means of a plug board. This circuit consists of an accumulator,
programmed to count up, and of standard gates SGj 5. The
outputs of the counter sections control via the plug board a
four-wide NAND gate, consisting of standard gates SGX 3
followed by standard gate SG4 programmed as inverter.

an+1

3. Applications

In the preceding sections of this paper nothing more was shown
than the fact that the four-bit accumulator in its programmable
form has some interesting features, and it was stated that its
detailed circuit lends itself for medium-scale TTL integration.
The proof of this statement can follow from a discussion of the
detailed circuit. However, to save space, we will refrain from
that in the present paper.
Presently, a number of applications of the 4-bit program
mable accumulator will be given and discussed. Some of these
are circuits in which mainly accumulators are used. They will
replace already existing integrated circuits. Other ones are ap
plications in which quadruple standard gates and 4-bit pro
grammable accumulators are used. The range of applications
shown is limited solely by the allowed size of this paper.
In the following text no further examples will be given of the
use of the 4-bit accumulator in one of its eight modes of opera
tion. These operating modes are considered to be sufficiently
clear now.
do co

A> ao

di

b\

cl

ai

Fig. 10. Accumulator symbol.

The accumulator symbol used in the following diagrams is
shown in Fig. 10. It differs from the block symbol given in
Fig. 2 in so far that program inputs /?, q, and r have been in
dicated.
3.1. Divide-by-N Counters

EN
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The plug board in Fig. 11 is connected such that the counter
will operate as a decade counter (BCD counter). The dotted
line connections make the output of gate SG3 change from 1
to 0 at the end of the ninth counting pulse a.
During the counting cycle (the first nine pulses) program
code pqr = 100. After the ninth counting pulse this program
code must be changed into the code for ‘clear’, pqr = 001, in
order to obtain a reset-to-zero on the tenth counting pulse of
the cycle. This means that the output of gate SG3 can control
the p program signal and that the output of gate SG4 generates
the r program signal. Program signal q is 0 during this counting
process.
It is noted that in this counting procedure the ‘load’ mode
can also be used instead of the ‘clear’ mode, but this necessitates
all section inputs to be kept at the 0 logical level, which blocks
the possibility of presetting the counter.
Gate SG5 in the decade-counter generates a counting pulse
(an + 2) for the next decade at each tenth pulse of a counting
cycle. In this type of counter all sections of one decade are con
trolled synchronously.

—n_ 0
-I

In many counter applications as e.g. the BCD (Binary Coded
Decimal) counter, the natural binary counting cycle of 2" (n is
the number of counting sections) has to be shortened to a small
er number. In a four-section BCD counter the natural cycle
length of 16 has to be shortened to 10, which means that on the
ELEKTRONICA

Fig. 11. Divide-by-A counter.
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Fig. 12. Self-checking binary counter, circuit diagram.
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3 . 2 . Self-Checking Binary Counter

When using a single binary counter on long series of counting
pulses one is never sure that the counting result is correct. It is
always possible that interference from an electromagnetic field
reverses the state of one or more sections of the counter at an
arbitrary moment. A great percentage of these interferences will
affect one section only. The percentage of cases that two or
more sections are reversed by an interference is very small,
therefore a parity check on the operation of a binary counter
may be worthwhile.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

auxiliary hardware - as a biquinary-coded decade counter. The
external connections required to obtain this operation are shown
in Fig. 14. In this circuit the accumulator is programmed with
pqr = 110 fa d d ’). Under control of counting pulses oq the
circuit will run through a cycle of 10 combinations of the bi
quinary code.
In the circuit of Fig. 14 this sequence of code combinations is.
obtained by connecting output cQwith inputs a- and h- so that
after code combination 0100 the content of the accumulator
will be increased with 3 + 1 = 4 instead of 1. The counting
code value of section D will then be five.
The same external connection makes that on the tenth count
ing pulse of each cycle the counter will jump from code com
bination number 9 (1100) to 0000. During the jump an out
going carry will be produced (a2) which can be used for the con
trol of the next decade.
3.4. Synchronous Binary Rate Multiplier
In the examples given so far the accumulator was more or less
a replacement of a special-purpose I.C. Perhaps due to the
fact that in some examples the ‘load’ mode of operation was
used for special shift features, no extraordinary accumulator
operation was obtained.

Fig. 13. Self-checking binary counter, time chart.

In Fig. 12 the circuit is given of a self-checking binary counter;
in Fig. 13 its time chart is shown. The counter used in the cir
cuit of Fig. 12 is an accumulator, programmed with pqr = 100
as up-counter. Standard gates SGX to SG3 are connected as
exclusive-OR gates. They form the ‘m o d ^’-sum of the states
of counter sections A, B, C, and D. Directly after the state
change of counting pulse a from 1 to 0, a sensing pulse p of
short duration is given.
Standard gate SG5 is connected as a latch clocked by sensing
pulse p. In this latch (A © B ® C ® D )' is stored. The outputs
of gates SG3 and SG5 are fed to the exclusive-OR gate formed
by gate SG4. In this gate sum F 4 © Z ? © C © D ) © F 4 © i ? ©
C © D )' is formed, which sum is ‘one’ as long as no interference
occurs.
If, for example an interference occurs during the seventh
pulse of a cycle of 16 (see arrow in Fig. 13), the output signal
of gate SG4 will immediately change from 0 to 1 and, sensing
pulse p being 0, the output of gate SG7 will follow. This forms
the set signal for gate SG8 which is connected as set-reset
trigger. The output of SG8 changes from 0 to 1 which is the
check alarm signal. This alarm signal will last until trigger
SG8 is reset.

An exception to that is the synchronous binary rate multiplier.
This type of circuit is available as special-purpose I.C. in a
6-bit chip. It contains a synchronous binary counterand a
programmed group of n output gates so connected that, when
characterized by an «-bit word (uvwxyz), the number N of out
put pulses in a cycle of 2" input pulses is:
N = u • 25 + v • 24 + w • 23 + x • 22 + y ■21 + z ■2°

for n = 6.
However, the number of output pulses in this type of circuit
is, with regard to the desired rate, not distributed in the best
possible way during the cycle of 2” pulses, because the pulses
missing in the regular sequence of 2" pulses are not removed
at the best possible places.

I

3.3. BQ Decade Counter

binary rate M

The 4-bit programmable accumulator can be used - without

9o

eo

Fig. 14. BQ decade counter.
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(3)

do

co

bo

3o

Fig. 15. Synchronous binary rate multiplier.

This difficulty can entirely be overcome by using the binary
rate multiplier circuit of Fig. 15. In this circuit the accumulator
operates in the ‘add’ mode with program pqr = 110. The
desired binary rate is fed to input terminals ai9 bj, q, and dr On
each pulse a this number is added to the content of the accu
mulator. The accumulator operates in fact as an N-tuple count
er, N being the desired binary rate. In this type of operation
the carry output CG of the accumulator generates a series of
zeros and ones, in accordance with the desired binary rate.
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Table 2 shows the accumulator contents and carry output CG
during a counting cycle.

square of number of (X pulses

k

*0

u0

*0

*0

*0

/0

^0

Table 2.

C0 D
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

c B A

No.

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Fig. 16. Squaring pulse counter.

tioned above, can be added as a 1 permanently fed to the input
of section Z of accumulator AC.
3.6. Reflected and Natural Binary Counter
Another counter which can elegantly be designed using accu
mulators is the combined reflected and natural binary counter.

Binary rate multipliers with a larger number of sections can be
obtained by cascading the desired number of accumulators.

A four-section combined reflected and natural binary counter
as shown in Fig. 17 can be designed using two 4-bit accu-

3.5. Squaring Pulse Counter
The square of the number of pulses in a pulse series can be
determined in a synchronous way together with the reception
of that pulse series. The distances d between successive perfect
squares form an arithmetical series with ratio 2 and starting
from 1. It is easy to form the terms of that series by means of
a binary counter; however, to get the series started from 1 the
weights of the successive sections of that counter must be 2, 4, 8,
etc. The missing 1 can be added automatically, as will be ex
plained in the following.
The square of an integer number (p + 1) is determined by the
following equation.
Sn + 1 = (p + l)2 = P2 + 2/7 + 1 = sn 4- 2p + 1

(4)

AC„+1

D

15

8

0

0

0
0
0

0

Table 3.

BC„
CA„
AC„

w

0

Table 3 illustrates the implementation of this equation.

P

Table 4.

1

0

2
1
1

0
1
0
1

In this table BC„

4

2
4
1
4
9

3

4

5

6

7

8

6 8 10 12 14 16
1 1 1 1 1 1
9 16 25 36 49 64
16 25

36 49 64 81

9

10

18 20
1
1
81 100
100

2/?, CA n : 1,AC„ == sn and AC„ + l =

0
0
1
1
1

+ 1•

1

The circuit of a squaring pulse counter is given in Fig. 16. It
consists of an accumulator AC operating as such with program
code pqr =110 and of another accumulator operating as binary
up-counter with program code pqr = 100. The double of the
number of pulses received (2p) is added to the content of accu
mulator AC under control of each received counting pulse a.
For this purpose the counter outputs are connected with the
accumulator inputs of the double weight. The missing 1 men-
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Fig. 17. Natural and reflected binary counter.

mulators. In the diagram of Fig. 17 sections ABCD operate in
the natural binary code, and sections WXYZ operate in the
reflected binary code.
The 4-bit accumulators in the circuit are programmed with
code pqr = 110 to operate in the ‘add’ mode, i.e. to operate
as an accumulator. In Table 4 is shown how the sections of the
combined counter operate.
In Table 5 is shown which numbers have to be added to the
various states of accumulator YBZA in order to obtain the
operation defined in Table 4.
It follows from Table 5 that sections Z and A permanently
must be fed with (1 1) so that these sections actually operate
as a down-counter, which in fact also follows from Table 4. The
jump addend following from Table 5 for sections Y and B is
y-x = a0 + zoan^ bK= a'Q• zQ. Both functions can be implemented
easily by means of standard gates, as is shown in the circuit of
Fig. 17.
Sections W, D, X, and C of the second half of the counter
can be controlled by signal b0, i.e. the output signal of section
B. The last section of the last 4-bit accumulator, in this case
section W, has to be controlled differently from other last sec
tions in order to prevent that the normal counting cycle as
given in Table 4 is followed by a reverse counting cycle. The
input signal of section W simplifies to W- = x Q.
3.7. Square-Root 7Va Counter
The programmable accumulator is well suited to determine the
square root of the number N of counting pulse series a during
its reception. The circuit is shown in Fig. 18. It consists mainly
of an accumulator A ... H fitted here with 8 sections and

<7

programmed with pqr = 110, to operate in its ‘add’ mode, and
of a second accumulator S ... Z programmed to operate either
in its ‘count-down’ mode (pqr = 010) or in its ‘load’ mode
(pqr = 111). Sections B ... H inclusive can feed sections Z ... T
inclusive with fresh information when OR-gate OG senses accu
mulator S ... Z to be in its 0 state. OR-gate OG, via inverter
SGP controls program signals p and r of accumulator S ... Z.
In the 0-state of accumulator S ... Z output of OR-gate OG
is 0, so that program code pqr = 111 (load). The contents of
accumulator B ... H is fed into accumulator Z ... S at the next
counting pulse a. This changes the output of gate OG from 0
to 1 and that of inverter SGj from 1 to 0, so that the program
code of accumulator S ... Z becomes pqr = 010 (count-down).
Accumulator A ... H is used with program code pqr = 110
in its ‘add’-mode, but, because C{ = 1, bi ... hi = 0, and input
a- = 1 only in the start condition, this accumulator, except for
the first step, will operate as an up-counter.
Standard gate SG3, fitted out as set-reset trigger, feeds in
the start condition of the circuit a T to input a-, so that on
reception of the first counting pulse a (all accumulators in the
0 state!) ci = 1 and a. = 1 are added and stored directly in
section B as a 1. Trigger SG3 is reset to 0 by the first counting
pulse a and remains in that 0 state during the whole counting
process.
It is noted that gate SG2 is open to feed a counting pulse a
to accumulator A ... H only when accumulator S ... Z is in
its all-zero state.
During the first counting step accumulator S ... Z remains
in its 0 state because initially accumulator A ... FI was also in
the 0 state. On reception of the second counting pulse a, sec
tions Z and A are set to 1 and gate SG2 is blocked.
Accumulator S ... Z, operating as down-counter, is back in its
all-zero state after one counting pulse a (the third) so that on
the fourth a-pulse section Z is again set to 1 while section C is
also set to 1 and sections A and B are reset to 0.
The following counting process will develop itself. It is suf
ficient to show this counting process only for sections X ... Z
and A ... D.
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Fig. 18. Square-root Na counter.
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In this root-extracting process the root of an integer number
of counting pulses is determined with an accuracy of \ indicated
by section A. The resulting roots are accurate at all integer
numbers TV which are perfect squares, and nearly accurate at
all integer numbers TV -f yJN. The resulting root is found in
accumulator A ... H.
3.8. Arithmetic Unit
The part of this paper dealing with applications will now be
concluded by an example of the possible use of the accumulator
in an arithmetic unit. More specifically, the implementation of
division and multiplication algorisms by means of accumulators
will be shown. The implementation of addition and subtraction
will not be discussed explicitly because these operations form
the basis of the accumulator.
In the implementation of both division and multiplication
algorisms the accumulator operations ‘add’ or ‘subtract’, and
at the same time ‘shift-right’ or ‘shift-left’ are required. If the
multiplicand, resp. the divisor are stored in a non-shift register,
simultaneous ‘add’ and ‘shift’ operations must be incorporated
in one accumulator. This leads to an arithmetic unit with a
minimum of length of various registers. However, this com
bined operating mode is not available in the 4-bit standard
accumulator discussed above. Introduction of the combined
‘add-shift’ operating mode with all its necessary variations will
increase the number of terminals of the accumulator package
from 18 to 22. For such an accumulator the large standard 24terminal package would have to be preferred. This is against
the desire of having the same size of package for the quadruple
standard gate and the 4-bit standard accumulator.
It will be shown that, at the cost of some extra hardware, very
versatile division and multiplication circuits can be designed
using the standard accumulator. From the point of view of
operating time, these circuits are compatible with the best
possible circuits now available.
3.8.1. Division
In the diagram of Fig. 19, a circuit of an arithmetic unit is given
which is designed to perform the non-restoring division of posi
tive binary numbers. Each of the three accumulators shown
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(SAj 3) has four sections. However, their length can be in
creased to any desired number of bits.
The division process in the arithmetic unit of Fig. 19 consists
of three phases:
1. Clearing o f accumulator SAP loading of accumulator SA2
with the divisor (lowest-valued bit in section V), and loading
of accumulator SA3 with the dividend (lowest-valued bit in
section Z).
Accumulator SA1 controlled by p { = 0 will operate in accor
dance with program code p xq p \ = 001, which is the code for
‘clear’. The ‘clear’ operation will be performed on an a clockpulse.
Accumulator SA2 controlled by k = 0 via gates SG9 and
SG10 will operate in accordance with program code p 2q2ri =
111 (‘load’). Control signal k = 0 positions gates SG { 4 so
that input terminals a. ... d. are connected with accumulator
SA2. This accumulator then will be loaded on clock pulse /?.
Accumulator SA3 controlled by r3 = 1 gives a program code
p 3q3r3 = 111 (‘load’) via inverter SGU and gate SG14. Out
put signal r3 = 0, of gate SGn , positions gates SG5 8 so
that input terminals a- ... d- are connected with accumulator
SA3 and opens gate SG12 for clock pulse y so that the load
operation can be performed.
2. Alignment o f divisor and dividend. To perform this operation
control signal p x of accumulator S A { is changed from 0 to 1
so that its program code p xqC\ = 101, which is the code for
‘right-shift’.
Control signal k of accumulator SA2 is changed to 1 so that
the program code of this accumulator will be determined by
the output of set-reset trigger SG15. At the same time this
trigger is set to 1 by control pulse m. This changes the program
code of accumulator SA2 into p 2q2r2 = 101 (right-shift’). Out
put signal 1 of trigger SG15 keeps gate SG16 closed, and this
signal, when complemented by inverter SG17, opens gate SG18.
Simultaneously generated clock-pulses a and ft now shift zeros
into accumulator SA2 and shift the divisor stored in accu
mulator SA2 into accumulator SA^ At the start of the align
ment process, control signal r3 of accumulator SA3 is changed
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to 0, so that during the right-shift operation of accumulators
SAt and SA2, clock pulses y applied to accumulator SA3 via
gates SG13 and SG12 remain inoperative because the output
signal of inverter SG17 keeps gate SG13 closed for clock pulse y.
Control signal r3 = 0 connects the output of gate SG13 via
gate SG12 with the clock-pulse input of accumulator SA3. Gate
SG13 is controlled by the output of inverter SG17, so that at
the end of the alignment process when the output of NORgate NG becomes 1, clock pulse y is connected with accu
mulator SA3. Furthermore control signal r3 = 1 programs
gate SG14 to operate as inverter, so that the program code of
accumulator SA3 can either bep 2q3r3 = 110 (‘add’) or p 3q3r3 =
000 (‘subtract’).
When the divisor in its positive representation, except its
0-sign digit and leading zeros, is shifted out of accumulator
SA2, NOR gate NG generates a ‘1’ output signal which resets
trigger SG15 to 0.
Output signal 0 of trigger SG15 changes the operation code
of accumulator SA2 from p 2q2r2 = 101 into p 2q2r2 = Oil
(‘left-shift’). The program code of accumulator SAj remains
unchanged.
The output signal of trigger SG15 opens gate SG16 and closes
gate SG18. The output signal of inverter SG17 opens gate SG13
for clock pulse y (simultaneously given with a and ft) so that
the actual division can start.
3. Execution o f the non-restoring division. The operation of
NOR-gate NG as detection of the all-zero state of accumulator
SA l is the start of the actual division. All accumulators are
now programmed for that. However at this moment the divisor
is stored in accumulator SAj without its 0-sign digit and lead
ing zeros. There is no objection for that in the non-restoring
division, because this lack in alignment of divisor and dividend
is corrected automatically in the following division process.
Under the control of signal r3 = 1 the divisor stored in accu
mulator SAj can be fed to accumulator SA3 in which the divi
dend is stored. It is noted that now the complementary path of
gates SG5 8 is used, which means that operations ‘add’ and
‘subtract’ have to be interchanged.
The operations ‘add’ and ‘subtract’ of accumulator SA3 are,
via gate SG14, controlled by the digit in the utmost left-hand
section of accumulator SA3. In this section the sign digit is
stored of dividend and all partial remainders. This digit being 0,
program code p 3q3r3 = 110 will be obtained; when this digit
is 1, program code p 3q3r3 = 000 will result. These combina
tions are respectively the code for ‘add’ and ‘subtract’ which
are the codes actually to be used.
In the non-restoring division process the quotient digits are
generated as carry digits of accumulator SA3. These digits are
shifted via gate SG16 into accumulator SA2, so that at the end
of the division process accumulator SA2 will contain the cor
rectly placed quotient. It is noted that the output of SG14 not
only controls the ‘add’ or ‘subtract’ mode of operation of accu
mulator SA3 but also the carry input of this accumulator to
provide for the extra one required for the two’s complement
representation when the divisor has to be subtracted from the
dividend. The division is completed after a number of clock
pulses, that equals the number of sections of accumulator
SAj -(- one.
An advantage of the arithmetic unit shown in Fig. 19 is that
it allows for an extreme variation in the length of divisor and
dividend. Considered from this point of view the extra hard
ware in the form of accumulator sections seems justified.
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3.8.2. Multiplication
In Fig. 20 the interconnections of accumulators SAj 3 are
given for the execution of the multiplication of positive num-

Fig. 20. Arithmetic unit for multiplication of positive numbers.

bers. ‘Clear’ and ‘load’ operations of accumulators SAj 3
are similar to those already described for the division process.
Accumulator SAt must be loaded with the multiplicand with
a as lowest-valued bit, accumulator SA2 must be cleared, and
accumulator SA3 must be loaded with the multiplier with z as
lowest-valued bit (control signal n = 0). During the multipli
cation process accumulator SAj is programmed with p lqlrl =
011 (control signal p l = 0), so that it will perform a shift-left
operation; accumulator SA2 is programmed with p 2q2r2 = 000
(control signal r2 = 0) and accumulator SA3 with p 3q3r3 =
101 (control signal q3 = 0), so that it will perform a right-shift
operation.
Because the multiplicand stored in accumulator SAj is fed
to accumulator SA2 via the complementing paths of gates
SGj 4, accumulator SA2 must be programmed for ‘subtrac
tion’ when performing the multiplication process. With pro
gram signal r2 = 0 the program code of accumulator SA2 is,
as already stated, p 2q2r2 = 000, i.e. the code for ‘subtract’ so
that the content of accumulator SAj will be added to that of
accumulator SA2 if gate SG10 is open for clock pulse /? (con
trol signals m = 1 and 1 and n = 0).
The utmost right-hand bit stored in accumulator SA3 deter
mines whether or not the multiplicand stored in accumulator
SAX will be added to the partial product already stored in
accumulator SA2; in other words, whether or not clock pulse p
controlling the operation of accumulator SA2 will be fed to
that accumulator via gate SG10 or not. This gate is open with
< = o.
As a result of each clock-pulse group (a, ft, and y) the multi
plicand is shifted over one bit to the left with respect to the
already formed partial product, and this multiplicand is added
to that partial product under control of the utmost right-hand
bit in accumulator SA3.
Both examples show the usefulness of the accumulator in its
application to arithmetic units.
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4. Economie Considerations

Finally the applicability of the 4-bit programmable accumulator
will be considered from the point of view of prices. The accu
mulator has about the same degree of complexity as the syn
chronous up-down 4-bit binary counter of the SN 74191 type.
Hence it may be expected that the price of the generally appli
cable 4-bit accumulator need not exceed that of this binary
counter. Compared with other circuits of the same degree of
complexity the 4-bit synchronous binary counter SN 74191
shows a relative decrease in price compared with the rapidly
decreasing prices of digital I.C.’s for which its usefulness may
be credited. In the following it will be assumed that the bulk
price of the 4-bit programmable accumulator is the same as
that of the 4-bit synchronous binary counter SN 74191.
With regard to price and features a number of special-purpose
I.C.’s will now be compared with the 4-bit programmable accu
mulator. In that comparison the bulk price of the accumulator
will be weighed against the single piece price of the specialpurpose I.C. By this attention is called to the fact that in many
cases the special-purpose I.C.’s will have to be purchased in
small numbers.
a. Binary Rate Multiplier
The price ratio between the commercially available 6-bit binary
rate multiplier and the 4-bit accumulator, which can be operated
as a 4-bit binary rate multiplier, is 2.25. Taking the number of
bits into account the price ratio is 1.5 in favour of the accu
mulator.
This leads to the conclusion that the use of the programmable
accumulator as binary rate multiplier, which has the best pos
sible distribution of output pulses, is fully justified.
When the accumulator is available, the existence of the now
commercially available binary rate multiplier becomes proble
matic. In this relation the question can also be posed to pro
spective manufacturers of binary rate multipliers: Why not the
accumulator?
/

b. Right-shift, Left-shift Registers
The accumulator, used as shift register, cannot compete in
price with the single-function 4-bit shift registers with parallel
data input, eventually also with parallel data output. The price
ratio is 2 : 1 in favour of the special-purpose I.C.’s.
However, the special-purpose 8-bit parallel-access, left-shift,
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right-shift register is slightly more expensive than two 4-bit
accumulators. Both have the same group of shift features and
from this point of view they can be considered equal.
c. Binary Counters
The 4-bit accumulator used as binary counter is about three
times as expensive as ordinary TTL integrated 4-bit asynchro
nous counters with no parallel load or up-down count features.
But this changes into a ratio of 1.25 in favour of the 4-bit
programmable accumulator when these features are also re
quired.
The 4-bit programmable accumulator has still more interest
ing counting features as e.g. the N-tuple mode of operation so
that in all cases where complicated counting problems have to
be solved, the 4-bit programmable accumulator will be in the
advantage.
The examples given in the preceding text show that many
switching problems can be solved by means of accumulators.
The size of this paper did not allow to show the equivalent
circuit design in commercially available TTL integrated cir
cuits. But generally speaking, a non-programmable 4-bit accu
mulator can be simulated by means of a 4-bit binary adder and
two dual D flip-flops, which cost about the same as the accu
mulator when mounting costs and space are taken into ac
count.
5. Conclusion

With respect to technical feasibility, applicability and economy
there are no reasons to reject manufacturing the quadruple
standard gate discussed in the previous paper [1] and the 4-bit
programmable accumulator, discussed in the present paper, as
TTL I.C. Both circuits can replace a number of already existing
TTL I.C.’s purely on a basis of economy and technical features.
In addition to this field of application, the two programmable
standard circuits open the possibility of designing information
processing circuits applying only two types of TTL I.C.’s. With
this kind of circuit design, maintenance can be greatly facili
tated resulting in reduced maintenance costs. Furthermore the
number of different spare circuits will decrease to a minimum.
In order to obtain these important advantages, it may be quite
possible that the costs of the standard integrated circuits, to
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some extent being higher than those of the replaced specialpurpose types of integrated circuits, must be accepted.

6. Appendix

In Fig. 9 (paragraph 2.7.), a symbolic implementation has been
given of a section of an accumulator. In Fig. 21 the design of
the actual circuit in TTL logic is shown. It consists of ten
standard gate circuits each containing three transistors (tran
sistors T3 32), an input adapter (transistors T 1-2) and a
totem-pole output circuit (transistors T33 35). The input
adapters for program control signals p, q, and r, clock pulse a,
carry input q, shift-right and shift-left input are not shown in
Fig. 21, nor the carry output circuit.
Each of the ten standard gates, together forming one accu
mulator section, is shown with three transistors, so that for one
4-bit accumulator this pattern can be repeated 40 times. How
ever, not all amplifying transistors are necessary. Transistors
T 5, T 14, T20, and T23 can, if so desired, be omitted. The circuit
must then be adapted. The total number of transistors in a

Korte technische berichten
Laser checks air pollution

A laser-light technique devised by two Bell Laboratories scien
tists promises to provide rapid, precise, ‘on-the-spot’ identifica
tion of pollutant gases in the atmosphere. The system was de
veloped to monitor nitrogen oxides, the major pollutant con
tents of automobile exhausts and chimney emissions.
The gases absorb some energy from a laser beam at certain
frequencies, and careful measurement can determine the nature
and volume of pollutants. Experiments in car parks in New
Jersey have shown nitric-oxide concentrations ranging from
0.1 ... 10 parts per million.
A specially developed "spin flip' Ramen laser provides tunable
radiation in the 5-6 pm and 9-14 pm wavelength ranges, which
cover the absorption bands of most known pollutants.
ESIP American Newsletter.

Varia
Symposium ‘Walsh-functions’ 1972

Op 27 ... 29 maart 1972 zal opnieuw een Walsh-function sym
posium plaatsvinden in Washington D.C. De organisatie is in
handen van het Naval Research en de IEEE Electromagnetic
Comptability Group.
Bijdragen over de resultaten van onderzoek op het gebied
van de toepassing van Walsh-functies en andere in de communiET 166

4-bit accumulator then decreases by 16. It is not yet clear what
should be preferred; per section 10 equal standard gates with
three transistors, or a minimum number of transistors per
accumulator section. The circuit of Fig. 21 shows that the 4-bit
programmable accumulator as developed in this paper, is of
the same degree of complexity as the 4-bit synchronous binary
up-down-counter SN 74191, so that from the point of view of
possible realization in hardware there will be no objections
against this circuit.
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